1. On 11 Jan 63, COTY SOLCRZANO VDA DE RAMIREZ, SISTER IN LAW ORAL LAZARO CARDENAS, TOLD (ITAM1-3) THAT CUBAN EMB SHOULD HAVE CAR WITHOUT DIP PLATES ON OCCASIONS LIKE AFTERNOON 10 JAN WHEN CARLOS LECHUGA VISITED VENTOR LAZARO CARDENAS. COTY SOLCRZANO SAID THAT CARDENAS HOUSE UNDER SURVEILLANCE AND USE CAR RAMON SINOBAS WAS NOT VISEL. (L-9) REPORTED THAT LECHUGA AND SINOBAS LEFT VREATH LAYING CEREMONY RE JOSE ANTONIO MELLA ABOUT 1145 ON 10 JAN IN SINOBAS' CAR. LIKELY THEY ON WAY VISIT CARDENAS AT THAT TIME.

2. COTY SOLCRZANO TOLD (L-9) THAT ASSIGNMENT SINOBAS AS CHIEF MISSION NEXI IN ABSENCE LECHUGA POOR JUDGMENT PART CUBAN GOVT. HE NOT ADEQUATELY PREPARED DO JOB ETC. SOLCRZANO GODMOTHER SINOBAS CHILD. SOLCRZANO SAID THAT CHAUTENOC CARDENAS AGREE HER THIS POINT AND HAS ASKED HER WHAT (L-9) AND FUSEBIO ACUZ "DOING", IMPLYING HIS OPINION EITHER ONE OF TWO SHOULD HAVE BEEN GIVEN POST.

3. MORNING 11 JAN LECHUGA TOOK (L-9)'S GIFTS FOR HIS SISTER FROM (L-9) BUT TOLD HIM HE NOT LEAVING FOR HAVANA UNTIL 14 JAN. LECHUGA AND SINOBAS ARRIVED EMBASSY ABOUT 2500 ON 11 JAN PROBABLY RETURNING.
FROM TELLO LECHUZA MEETING CITED REF.

4. ON 11 JAN 62, JULIAN LOPEZ DIAZ, CUBAN ARRIVED IN JEXI FROM HAVANA WITHOUT JEXI VISA IN CHILE. LOPEZ TOLD JEXI AND BENIGNO CASTELLAR WHO MET HIM AT AIRPORT THAT HE CARRYING 4000 DOLLARS CASH, SAID PLANNED CARRY PROPAGANDA BUT FEARFUL WOULD BE CONFISCATED JEXI. LOPEZ SCHEDULED LEAVE FOR SAGO VIA CANADIAN PACIFIC NIGHT 11 JAN 62.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THOUGH INDICATOR GYROSE NOT USED.

**INTEL RPT RE SCHEDULED INTERVIEW BETWEEN MANUEL TELLO AND CARLOS LECHUZA.